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Tunable rigidity materials have potentially widespread implications in robotic technologies. They
enable morphological shape change while maintaining structural strength, and can reversibly
alternate between rigid, load bearing and compliant, ﬂexible states capable of deformation within
unstructured environments. In this review, we cover a range of materials with mechanical rigidity that
can be reversibly tuned using one of several stimuli (e.g. heat, electrical current, electric ﬁeld,
magnetism, etc.). We explain the mechanisms by which these materials change rigidity and how they
have been used for robot tasks. We quantitatively assess the performance in terms of the magnitude of
rigidity, variation ratio, response time, and energy consumption, and explore the correlations between
these desired characteristics as principles for material design and usage.
Introduction
Traditionally in design and manufacturing, materials have been
chosen with certain ﬁxed mechanical properties that satisfy
functional criteria and economic constraints deﬁned by the
application. Once these mechanical properties like elastic modulus, ﬂexural rigidity, and strain limit are speciﬁed, they are not
expected to change during the course of operation. However,
emerging applications in medicine, structural engineering, vehicle design, aeronautics and aerospace, and consumer wearable
electronics require materials with variable rigidity. For example,
one of the uses of variable rigidity is in morphing structures that
undergo dramatic changes in shape. For these applications, low
rigidity is required to reduce mechanical resistance during shape
change and high rigidity is required for structural load bearing
after the shape change is complete. Another use is in wearable
computing or robotic exoskeletons. During mechanically passive
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operation or when being attached to the body, the material
should be soft and compliant, conform to the skin, and not interfere with natural bodily motion. When stiffened, the material
can keep computing hardware ﬁrmly ﬁxed to the body or provide
robotic assistance during motor tasks. Other potential applications of variable rigidity tuning include vibration and noise control in aerospace structures, insertion of soft biomechanically
compatible needles for neural implants and drug delivery, and
artiﬁcial muscle for soft bio-inspired robots.
Several terms have been used, but not necessarily accurately,
in literature to refer to the same concept, i.e. “rigidity”, “stiffness” or “elasticity”. We use “rigidity” because it implies that a
material is resistant to mechanical deformation everywhere
(homogenous) and in every direction (isotropic). In contrast,
“stiffness” can be directional and is sometimes deﬁned for only
a single loading direction (e.g. a material can be stiff in tension
but not in torsion or ﬂexure). Also, “elasticity” relates to a speciﬁc
mode of deformation that is reversible and allows a solid to
recover its original shape when load is removed. From an
engineering point of view, variable rigidity can be achieved
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mechanically in macroscopic structures (or variable stiffness in
this case). However, there is a trend to use materials whose intrinsic rigidity can be controlled in a reversible manner through electrical stimulation [1–3]. This allows for compatibility with
miniaturizable electronics for control and power, and eliminates
dependency on bulky external hardware for pneumatic, hydraulic, thermal, or magnetic stimulation.
This review focuses on materials with variable rigidity and
tuning techniques for robotics applications. Historically, robotic
systems have been primarily composed of rigid materials that
have an elastic modulus over 1 GPa [4–6]. Metals, hard plastics,
and hard composites are capable of supporting large forces but
introduce mechanical constraints. Such mechanical constraints
reduce a system’s degrees of freedom (DOF) and ability to conform to surfaces in unstructured or irregularly shaped environments. Soft polymers, elastomers, and ﬂuids have typically
been avoided because they introduce deformations or changes
in robot state that are difﬁcult to monitor or anticipate, resulting
in poor systems observability and controllability. Nonetheless,
starting in the late 1940s, there has been interest in using soft
materials and fabrics to create “artiﬁcial muscles” and since the
late 1970s in soft-material robotic systems. Examples include
the McKibben and Baldwin actuators, Bridgestone Rubbertuator,
and inﬂatable soft robots created by Koichi Suzumori and colleagues at Okayama University and Toshiba R&D Center. More
recently, there has been renewed interest in the so-called “soft
robotics” from the perspective of materials science and chemistry
[7,8]. These robots have shown mechanically compliant
behaviors for adapting their shape in complex environments
[4–6,8,9]. However, they do not have the force and torque output
or load bearing properties of conventional piecewise-rigid robots.
As with biological organisms, robust movement and mechanical work output depend on materials that are not just compliant
and deformable but also capable of rapidly tuning their rigidity,
such as in mammalian muscles, echinoderm body [10], and
fresh-water ﬁsh, etc. From the perspective of bioinspiration and
biomimetics, variable rigidity materials should be useful for
enhancing adaptability and increase robustness of a robotic system for multiple or unanticipated task environments. This is
achievable in at least three ways. First, variable rigidity materials
enable automatic morphological change in body structures [9],
sensors [11] and even actuators of the robot. Second, they enable
controllable stiffness variation of mechanical structures of the
robot [3]. Third, they enable automatic modiﬁcation of surrounding environments.
Here we cover a range of materials with mechanical properties
(e.g. elastic modulus, viscosity) that are reversibly tunable. These
materials have the potential to be used as artiﬁcial muscle or
stiffness-varying tendons for a broad variety of robot applications. We review the underlying mechanisms for rigidity change
and their inﬂuence on meso/macroscale properties. Furthermore,
we propose additional materials and rigidity-tuning functionalities that could be explored in future research.

Variable-rigidity materials
Materials with variable rigidity can be intrinsically adaptive semiactive materials or active materials [1,2]. Intrinsically adaptive
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materials undergo transformations in their molecular or microscopic structure in response to external stimuli and these
changes affect their mechanical properties, hence they are
semi-active. These usually include shape memory alloys (SMAs),
shape memory polymers (SMPs), magnetorheological ﬂuids
(MRFs), low-melting-point alloys (LMPAs), thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs), and certain kinds of electroactive polymers (EAPs)
such as electrorheological ﬂuids (ERFs), liquid crystal elastomers
(LCEs), and Electrochemo-mechanical conducting polymers
(ECMCPs) etc. Active materials act as energy transducers, e.g.
actuators or generators, to convert between the mechanical
energy of deformation and the electrical (or thermal) energy that
is used to modulate the properties. These generally include
certain kinds of EAP, piezoelectric polymers (PZPs), ferromagnetic shape memory alloys (MSMAs), etc. Table 1 gives a list of
materials that have shown variable rigidity experimentally. Some
of the materials have already been used for rigidity tuning in
robotics applications, in which case the related robot tasks are
also listed.
For variable rigidity materials to be useful for various realworld applications, a number of desired characteristics have been
proposed [1]. Most of them apply to robot applications: (i) rigidity tuning should be electrically controllable as robots are usually
electromechanical systems; (ii) a high strength-weight ratio is
essential because being lightweight and compact is important
for mobile (legged, wheeled, ﬂying) systems; (iii) the process
requires low energy consumption, which is crucial for untethered robots with limited energy capacity; (iv) the process of rigidity change needs to be fast because robot systems can be highly
dynamic; (v) a range of variable modulus of above 100 or even
1000-fold is necessary for robots that may morph their own
structures or modify environments with limited actuator forces;
(vi) the process shall be reversible and repeatable. In some robot
tasks, large strain may be needed, however this is not always
required and in many cases morphing can be a better solution.
In addition, it is important that the induction technique only
introduces minimal additional components and complexity into
the system.
Depending on the method of stimulation for rigidity change,
materials may be put into four categories: thermal, pressure,
magnetic ﬁeld, and electric ﬁeld.

Thermal induced
Reversible variation of rigidity with thermal stimulation can be
found primarily in thermoplastics. Thermoplastics have a melting temperature (Tm) and can also have a glass transition (Tg)
between a crystalline or semi-crystalline phase and an amorphous rubbery phase. An example of glass transition is shown
in Figure 2a, which shows atomic force microscopy (AFM) images
of PCL-PIBMD50 and the transition from predominately rigid to
soft amorphous domains during glass transition [52]. This
change in microscopic structure contributes to a reduction in
the elastic modulus measured at the macroscopic scale.
In general, rigidity tuning is possible within temperature
ranges above, below, or across either Tg or Tm. Wang et al. used
ethylene–vinyl acetate (EVA, Tg = 20 °C) to enable dragline
forming in a vertical mobile robot and movement on them
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TABLE 1

Variable rigidity materials.
Material Type

Components

Variable Rigidity Robot Applications

Thermal

Thermoplastics (non SMPs)

Thermal

Shape memory polymers (SMPs) and
composites
Low melting point alloys (LMPAs)

Structural parts,
actuator parts
Joints, actuators

Grasping, environment
modiﬁcation [12]
Grasping, manipulation [13,14]

Actuators, structural
parts
Structural parts
Tendon [95,96]

Grasping, ladder climbing [15,16]

Thermal
Thermal
Thermal

Active

Thermal
Thermal
Pressure

Wax
Conductive Thermoplastic elastomer
(cTPE) [17]
Shape memory alloys (SMAs)
Liquid crystal elastomers (LCE)*
Granular materials

Pressure

Fluid-polymer composites

Magnetic ﬁeld
Magnetic ﬁeld
Electric ﬁeld
Electric ﬁeld

MR ﬂuids (MRF)
MR elastomers (MRE)
ER networks (ERN)
ER ﬂuids (ERF)*

Electric
Electric

Electroactive gel*
Electrochemo-mechanical
conducting polymers (ECMCP)*

Electric
Thermal
Thermal

Dielectric elastomers*
Piezoelectric polymer (PZP)
Bistable EAPs*

Magnetic ﬁeld

Ferromagnetic SMAs (MSMA)

RESEARCH: Review

Intrinsic adaptive
semi-active

Induction
Method

N/A
Grasping [96]

Actuators
N/A
Actuator parts,
structural parts
Actuator parts,
structural parts
Clutches
Dampers
Dampers
Actuators, structural
parts
Actuators
N/A

N/A
N/A
Grasping, ground rolling,
ground sliding [18]
Load bearing [19]

Actuators
N/A
Structural parts,
actuator parts
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

Manipulation, haptic interface [20]
Prosthetic device [21]
N/A
Manipulation, ground
crawling, haptic interface [22]
Wearable assistive device [23]
N/A

N/A

N/A: not available.
Subset of electroactive polymers (EAPs).

*

immediately afterward [12]. They demonstrated the use of rigidity variation in on-the-ﬂy formation of draglines with a diameter
of 1.17–5.27 mm as well as dragging and holding the 185 gram
body mass of the robot (Figure 2e). Joule heating was used with
resistors while cooling was accelerated with an onboard fan
between 25 °C and 65–70 °C. McEvoy et al. showed passive
bending of a robot arm with low-melting point (60 °C) polycaprolactone (PCL, Tg = 60 °C) [53]. PCL was heated by
Nichrome wires wrapped outside and encapsulated by silicone
rubber. Yuen et al. used polylactic acid (PLA, Tg = 65 °C) or
Acrylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene (ABS, Tg = 105 °C) cables to
enable long-time lifting of a robot arm without maintenance
energy [54]. Encapsulated by polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-r
an-butylene)-block-polystyrene (SEBS), the cables were heated
with NiTi wires in the core and actuated by SMA in the outer
layer for bending.
In particular, a subset of thermoplastics, i.e. thermoplastic
SMP [25,55], has raised particular interest for variable rigidity
in robot applications. SMP exhibits a signiﬁcant reduction in
elastic modulus when the temperature exceeds its Tg (Figure 2b).
Elastic modulus of SMPs within the glass transition region is
approximated as [56]:
 T g 
a
1
G ¼ Gg T

ð1Þ

where G is shear modulus of the SMP at temperature T, Gg is the shear
modulus of SMP at glass transition temperature Tg, a is a constant and

is material dependent. In regions away from glass transition regions,
elastic modulus of the polymers can be predicted as [57]:

G ¼ CT þ D

ð2Þ

where C and D are both constants.

Takashima et al. designed a bending actuator that is a pneumatic artiﬁcial muscle (PAM) with one side containing a SMP
sheet with embedded Nichrome wires [26]. Upon heating, large
bending curvature could be achieved and that curvature can be
maintained afterward without additional energy. The SMP had
a modulus of 1350 MPa under the 45 °C glass transition temperature and 4.5 MPa above the temperature. Yang et al. used a similar SMP for joints with variable stiffness in a three-joint nineDOF arm [27]. The SMP had a modulus of 2150 MPa below the
45 °C glass transition temperature and 10 MPa above Tg. The
main novelty of this work was that SMP was 3D printed on the
joints by using the Fused Deposition Modelling technique (Figure 2d). Firouzeh et al. designed a tri-mode actuator which was
composed of an air chamber and two variable stiffness side layers
made by SMP [58]. By controlling the temperature of the two layers with embedded resistors, the actuator can bend in two contrary directions or elongate when compressed air ﬂows in. The
modulus of the SMP was 323 kPa and 560 kPa for the hot and
cold binary states, respectively.
The magnitude of the tunable range for modulus may be
increased by incorporating structural elements into the thermo565
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FIGURE 1

Quantitative analysis of variable rigidity materials. (a) Relation between maximal effective elastic modulus and modulus variation ratio, which is the ratio
between the maximal and the minimal of effective elastic modulus. (b) Relation between specific effective elastic modulus (normalized by material density)
and response time. (c) Relation between specific effective elastic modulus and specific energy consumption per cycle (normalized by material density).

plastics. Capadona et al. embedded carbon nanowhiskers into a
PVAc matrix to create a rigidity-tuning nanocomposite capable
of a three-order reduction in tensile storage modulus when temperature is increased from 25 to 55 °C [10]. McKnight et al.
showed that the range of modulus variation can be increased
to 0.17  12.1 GPa by adding steel platelets to thermoplastic
SMP [59]. Chen et al. found a similar result with the modulus
variation range increased to 0.03  2.7 GPa by adding steel tubes
to thermosetting SMP [60]. The robot applications for these composites are yet to be demonstrated.
Besides thermoplastics, LMPAs have also been used for rigidity
tuning. Nakai et al. used a type of LMPA in appendages for a
robot hand and a quadruped robot [16]. The LMPA was heated
by electro conductive fabric and encapsulated in silicone rubber.
The LMPA has a melting temperature of 46.7 °C, and it took 3
min to heat it from 25 °C to 50 °C with 8 W and 5 min to cool
it back passively in the air. The quadruped could climb up a lad566

der by bending legs to hold onto the ladder and prevent itself
from falling [Figure 2h]. Cheng et al. used a combination of a
LMPA and solder in both prismatic and bending joints for a
mobile robot [61]. The combined alloy has a melting temperature
of 70 °C and it was sandwiched between two strips of copper and
heated by strain gauges from outside the copper. Shan et al. fabricated a tunable rigidity composite that could be used for robot
mechanical structures [29]. The composite had a layer of a LMPA
(melting point 62 °C) and another layer of gallium–indium–tin
(Galinstan) alloy, which functioned as a Joule heating element.
Both layers where embedded in a soft polyacrylate elastomer
(3M VHB tape). The modulus of the LMPA could be varied
between 0.86 GPa and 95.2 kPa between the room temperature
and the melting temperature, and heating took 130 s with
3.6 W power. Schubert & Floreano fabricated a composite with
a LMPA embedded in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) [28]. The
LMPA has a melting temperature of 47 °C and was directly
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FIGURE 2

Thermally induced tuning of material rigidity. (a) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) phase images of thermoplastics PCL-PIBMD50. bright area = stiff phase,
switching domains, and dark area = smooth phase, hard domains. Left panel: T < Tg. Right panel: T > Tg, switching domains are amorphous [52]. (b) Change
of SMP’s elastic modulus with temperature [105]. (c) A tunable stiffness structure by phase change of wax. (1) 3D-printed flexible scaffolds coated with wax,
(2) uncoated with wax [64]. (d) A 3D printed hyper-redundant robotic arm utilizing the modulus tuning of SMP to realize variable stiffness. The robotic arm is
cascaded by ball joints and actuated by cables [27]. (e) A dragline-forming mobile robot by tuning rigidity of thermoplastic adhesives [12]. (f) Variable stiffness
device based on LMPA. Left: LMPA tracks encapsulated in PDMS with images when power is increasing. White areas indicate the melting portion of LMPA.
Right: application in a variable stiffness gripper [15,28]. (g) Bistable electroactive polymers with tunable rigidity. (h) A metamorphic leg robot made of LMPA.
The robot changes its leg shape during climbing a ladder [16].

heated with electrical power. With a power of 500 mW, the
modulus of the composite could be reduced from 40 MPa at
room temperature to 1.5 MPa at 50 °C in less than a second
(Figure 2f).
More recently, Van Meerbeek et al. created a novel LMPAelastomer composite with random porosity [62]. A porous elastomer foam is produced using an approach similar to that by
Liang et al. for a creating liquid metal-ﬁlled PDMS sponge [63].
Next, it is ﬁlled with melted Field's metal using vacuum pressure.
Lastly, the alloy is allowed to cool to room temperature and solidify. As with other LMPA-elastomer systems, the foam exhibits
rigidity tuning, shape memory, and self-healing properties. The
composite shows a rigidity change of 18 in tension and 30
in compression. By deforming the foam and freezing the LMPA,
Van Meerbeek et al. could create elongated and twisted shapes.
The natural (stress-free) shape of the composite is restored by
raising the temperature and melting the LMPA.
In all, thermally-induced rigidity tuning can be electrically
controlled with embedded and externally attached heating elements or materials in thermoplastics and LMPAs. A variation of
up to 8600 times in modulus can be achieved with modulus

being as small as 0.1 MPa and as large as several GPa. Joule
heating was mostly used and it can take a second to several minutes from room temperature to 60–70 °C with an electrical power
under 10 W, while cooling is generally much slower when done
naturally in the air.

Pressure induced
Pressure-induced rigidity tuning occurs in granular materials and
ﬂuid-polymer composites. Particle jamming has attracted interest due to the ability to rapidly transition between ﬂuid and
solid-like properties through small changes in granular volume
fraction. Such transitions can lead to effective changes in material viscosity and rigidity. From optical micrographs, carbon
black undergoes phase transition from ﬂuid to solid state when
volume fraction increases (Figure 3a, left panel) [65]. As a result,
the phase change for granular materials leads to the variation of
macroscopic properties, such as increase in viscosity at liquid
state and increase in elastic modulus at solid state as volume fraction increases (Figure 3a, right panel).
When the jamming system is in liquid state, the viscosity g is
calculated as [65]
567
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FIGURE 3

Pressure-induced tuning of material rigidity. (a) Phase transition for carbon black. Left panel: optical micrographs presenting the transition from fluid state to
solid state. Right panel: the volume fraction U’s increase lead to increase in viscosity g and elastic modulus G’p [65]. (b) Working principle of three jamming
compartments on top of pneumatic actuators including granular jamming, layer jamming with overlapping fish-scale-like layers and layer jamming with two
stacks of three interleaved layers. Left panel: unjammed state. Right panel: jammed state with air evacuation [70]. (c) Granular jamming robotic applications.
Left panel: A universal gripper grasping multiple objects at once with air evacuation [36]. Right panel: an articulated manipulator with integrated granular
materials. (i) Grasping an object; (ii) manipulator in unjammed state; (iii) manipulator jammed in a corkscrew configuration [66]. (d) Stress–strain curve of a
fluidic flexible matrix composite tube composed of ±35° carbon fiber/silicone matrix [19]. (e) Illustration of the fluidic flexible matrix composite tube. (f) An
inflatable manipulator prototype [73].

g ¼ gs ð/c  /Þc/ :

The effective shear modulus

ð3Þ

G0p

in the solid state is approxi-

mated as
G0p ¼ G0/ ð/  /c Þv/ ;

ð4Þ

where / is the particle volume fraction, c/ 0.13 and v/  4.0, gs is the
solvent viscosity; both G0/ and /c depend on the interparticle attractive energy, U. In robotics applications, the particle volume fraction
is controlled by internal air pressure [36], which allows for a direct
mapping between pressure and effective measures of viscosity and
shear modulus.

The phase change of granular matter has been widely adopted
for robotic applications where rigidity tuning is needed. One
example is the universal gripper reported in [36], which exhibits
good adaptability and conformability when grasping objects of
different shapes and sizes (Figure 3c, left panel). Another
application of particle jamming is the articulated cable-driven

568

manipulator reported by [66]. In this implementation, granular
matter enables reversible transitions between a ﬂexible, hyperredundant state and a rigid state capable of supporting large payloads (Figure 3c, right panel). In both applications, stiffening
requires air to evacuate from the granular medium. For the positive pressure universal gripper proposed by Amend et al. positive
and negative pressure were combined to modulate the jamming
transition of the gripper [36]. Positive pressure was applied to
make the transition faster and more reversible, as well as adding
capability to shoot objects by fast ejection. Cheng et al. also
investigated prosthetic jamming terminal devices to help the disabled [67]. It was an attempt to apply research to real-world
applications. The main roadblock they found was the lack of
small, lightweight and quiet pneumatic power that could be
operated rapidly, and most importantly, commercially available.
Aside from gripping and manipulation, pneumatic jamming
has also been used for soft robot locomotion. Steltz et al.
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proposed a rolling robot enabled by selectively jammed cells ﬁlled
with granular materials [34]. They investigated the ﬂexural rigidity of different material combinations, and found that the effective ﬂexural modulus of a thin ﬂexible plastic cylindrical beam
ﬁlled with salts increased from 0 to 5 MPa when vacuum level
varied from 0 to 74.5 kPa (0 stands for atmospheric pressure).
For the rolling robotic design, ﬂuidic actuator was wrapped inside
a number of cells. Controlling the rigidity of different cells with
jamming, the robot was enabled with shape changing ability as
well as rolling locomotion. Wei et al. integrated soft pneumatic
actuators with packed granular materials for soft grippers possessing both variable stiffness and shape adaptation to irregularly
shaped objects [68]. Stiffness tests performed with the soft ﬁnger
revealed that the ﬁnger stiffness in the lateral bending plane was
0.018 N/mm at 0 vacuum pressure and increased to 0.186 N/mm
at 90 kPa vacuum pressure. The stiffness range was more than
10 for one ﬁnger. Grasping demonstrations were also performed by installing the developed grippers on a dual-arm robot.
Granular materials for rigidity tuning have also been applied in
surgical robots for MIS. A modular surgical manipulator proposed
by Cianchetti et al. composed of three ﬂuidic chambers equally
spaced in a radial arrangement and the central channel ﬁlled
with granular materials for rigidity tuning. The manipulator
exhibited 46% stiffness increase when the central channel ﬁlled
with coffee powder was vacuumed from 0 to 91 kPa [69].
Planar pneumatic jamming with a layered architecture has
also been investigated and rigidity enhancement was observed
during air evacuation (Figure 3b) [70]. The conﬁned vacuum
pressure increases the friction between overlapping layers and
thus contributes to an effective increase in ﬂexural rigidity.
Kim et al. proposed a tubular snake-like manipulator for minimally invasive surgery (MIS) based on layer jamming [71]. The
manipulator exhibited 3.8 N resisting force at vacuum level
101 kPa and 2 N at 33.3 kPa when displacement at the manipulator’s tip was 20 mm. Compared with other MIS prototypes,
the proposed layer jamming manipulator possessed relatively
long length and small diameter, while maintaining the ability
for high payload, which was promising for MIS applications.
Another category of materials whose rigidity may be varied by
pressure include ﬂuid–polymer composites. Due to the variable
bulk modulus of ﬂuids, the effective modulus of the composites
can be varied by pressure. Shan et al. proposed a ﬂuidic ﬂexible
matrix composite (FMC) composed of carbon ﬁber tubes and a
silicone matrix [19]. The tubes use a polyacrylonitrile-based carbon ﬁber and have an outside diameter of 13.5 mm (Figure 3e).
By modulating the internal air pressure, the composite exhibited
a 56 change in modulus, which ranged between 1.5 GPa and
27 MPa (Figure 3d). In a similar phenomenon at the macroscopic
level, an air beam made of rubber or plastic fabrics is ﬁlled, so
that the inﬂated air beam can be stiff enough to bear loads. This
phenomenon has been widely used to construct lightweight
robot arms [72–75] (Figure 3f).
Rigidity variation for pressure induced granular materials can
be achieved around 1.1 s for stiffening while 0.1 s for loosening
[36]. The effective modulus range can be 50 times, from 2 MPa
to 100 MPa when vacuum level changes from 1 kPa to 80
kPa [35]. One drawback of pressure-induced materials is that
the hardware required for providing pneumatic power are

currently large, noisy and heavy, making them unsuitable for
compact or portable operations.

Magnetic ﬁeld induced
Magnetic ﬁeld induced rigidity tuning has been found in MR ﬂuids, elastomers, and networks that can be stimulated under
applied magnetic ﬁeld. As seen in SEM micrographs, iron spheres
of 1–3 lm (Figure 4a, left panel) and iron microwires of 7.6 lm
(Figure 4a, right panel) in MR ﬂuids form chains in the direction
of magnetic ﬁeld [76]. This change at the microscopic scale leads
to viscosity change at the meso/macroscopic scale. MR elastomers are produced by distributing the iron particles into elastomers, which results in magnetically tunable elastic modulus
(Figure 4b) [40]. Speciﬁcally, the elastic modulus of the MR elastomers increases by increasing applied magnetic ﬂux density.
The elastic modulus increases signiﬁcantly starting from 30 mT
while it tends to level off from 200 mT. Additionally, increasing
the concentration of iron particles would increase the elastic
modulus of the composite, accordingly.
The shear modulus of MR ﬂuids is also observed to vary under
applied magnetic ﬁeld. The rigidity change of MR ﬂuids can be
represented by a change in shear modulus, G, which is approximated as [77]:
G¼

pﬃﬃﬃ
1
3
6/l0 M 2s H 2 ;

ð5Þ

where / represents the particle concentration, l0 is the permeability
of free space, Ms is the saturation magnetization of the magnetizable
particles, and H is the strength of applied magnetic ﬁeld. Modeling
of MR elastomers was conducted by Davis using structural ﬁnite element analysis [78]. In his study, the shear modulus response of MR
elastomers induced by magnetic ﬁeld was theoretically predicted.

The liquid state of MR ﬂuids is suitable for application
domains where delicate manipulation and passive adaptation
are required, such as food handling in the agricultural and service
industries. A robotic gripper based on MR ﬂuids is able to realize
passive shape conformation when grasping objects with different
geometrical shapes (Figure 4c) [79]. During grasping, magnetic
ﬁeld is not applied and the MR ﬂuids encapsulated in the gripper
can easily ﬂow and conform to objects with large surface contact.
When magnetic ﬁeld is applied, the rheological property of MR
ﬂuids is changed and the increased viscosity contributes to high
stiffness of the gripper, making the grasped object ready for
transportation. From a grip strength test, grip strength for tomatoes with magnets activated is around 9 N and only 4 N when
inactivated at a grip gap of 3 mm.
MR ﬂuids can be used for exoskeletons prosthetic knees to
realize adaptive control of torque [80,81]. Herr et al. found that
MR brakes in prosthetic knees could produce a torque ranging
from 0.5 Nm to 40 Nm by controlling the magnetic ﬁeld intensity. MR ﬂuids have also been adopted in haptic devices. For
example, haptic joysticks perform quite differently for wall collision with and without the spherical MR-brakes [39].
MR elastomers (MRE) have also gained robotic applications
such as in prosthetic devices. Thorsteinsson et al. proposed a
prosthetic device with an MRE spring placed on the vertical
axis to provide alterable stiffness dynamically [21] (Figure 4d).
In their design, the stiffness of shock absorption member is
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FIGURE 4

Magnetic field-induced tuning of material rigidity. (a) SEM micrographs of MR fluids. Left panel: 1–3 lm iron spheres in the presence of a planar 0.26 T
magnetic field. Right panel: 7.6 lm iron microwires in the presence of a planar 0.26 T magnetic field [76]. (b) MR elastomers with tunable elastic modulus. The
figure shows effect of the magnetic field intensity on the elastic modulus. The white and black arrows indicate the direction of the force and the uniform
magnetic field respectively [40]. (c) A robotic gripper realizing passive shape conformation by changing rheological properties of MR fluids [79]. (d) A
commercial prosthetic device with an MRE spring placed on the vertical axis to provide alterable stiffness dynamically [21].

140 N/mm at low activity levels and 178 N/mm at high activity
levels.
MR materials can be activated in a fraction of a millisecond
[38] and in 170 ms for a MR ﬂuid-based haptic device [39]. The
tensile modulus of an elastomer embedded with overlapping plastic surfaces separated by MR ﬂuid can vary by a factor of nine,
from 0.1644 MPa to 1.4658 MPa, when applied magnetic ﬁeld is
increased from 0 to 35 mT [82]. Compared to thermal induced
and pressure induced materials, which realize rigidity tuning
isotropically, magnetic ﬁeld induced materials show anisotropy
during rigidity tuning. Rigidity range is larger in the direction perpendicular to the direction of iron particle chains. Afﬁliated
equipment, such as electromagnets, to produce the magnetic
stimulus are essential, but have yet to be solved, for these materials to be applied in compact and low weight robotic systems. Previously, MR materials have been widely used in brakes and
dampers with only limited applications in robotic ﬁelds. The
rapid progress of soft robotics will broaden the application of
these materials in situations where more adaptive robotic bodies,
hands, or legs are needed.
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Electric ﬁeld induced
Electric ﬁeld-induced rigidity-tuning methods primarily include
ER ﬂuids (ERF), ER elastomers, or electrorheological networks
(ERNs). The latter are composed of semiconducting particles
embedded in polymer matrices exhibiting tunable elastic modulus under the application of electric ﬁeld. Chin et al. observed the
microstructures of cross-linked ERN containing 2 wt.% colloidal
particles of semiconducting polyaniline under applied electric
ﬁeld [42]. As the pre-alignment electric ﬁeld strength E0
increases, the dispersed particles become aggregated to form
chains along the electric ﬁeld’s direction (Figure 5a, left panel).
The shear modulus of ERN increases with the increase in operating electric ﬁeld’s strength. For an ERN with E0 = 1000 V/mm and
with 20 wt.% semiconducting polyaniline particles, the shear
modulus ranges from 2 kPa to 10 kPa when applied electric ﬁeld
increases from 1000 V/mm to 3000 V/mm (Figure 5a, right
panel). The difference of slope for different pre-aligning electric
ﬁelds is attributed to the complicated electrical properties of
the ERNs.
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FIGURE 5

Electric field induced tuning of material rigidity. (a) Electrorheological network (ERN) with semiconducting particles embedded and partially aligned to form
particle strings or columns. Left panel: microstructures of cross-linked ERN (cross section view). Right panel: ERN’s shear modulus variation with operating
electric field strength. The pre-aligning electric field strength was varied as E0 = 0 (open square), 250 V/mm (open diamond), 1000 V/mm (open circle), and
2000 V/mm (open inverted triangle) [42]. (b) A robot based on ERF valves controlling the forward/backward ERF flow, which can move forward by the
elongation and retraction of bellows [85]. (c) Mechanism of PVC gel actuator. Left upper panel: mechanism diagram. Left bottom panel: experimental result.
Right panel: modulus variation with electric field in a 15-layer PVC gel [23]. (d) A wearable device with eight PVC gel actuators with variable stiffness which
functions similar to that of biological muscles [23].

For ER ﬂuids based on pine oils, the total viscosity g can be calculated by [83]:
g ¼ g0 M d
n

ð6Þ

where g0 is the absolute viscosity, d is the shear-thinning exponent.
The shear-thinning exponent increases when the electric ﬁeld
strength increases and usually for ER ﬂuids 0.68 < d < 0.91. Mn is the
Mason number, which indicates the relation between viscous force
and polarization force and can be calculated by:

Mn ¼

24pga c_
ðbEÞ2

ð7Þ

where ga is the apparent viscosity of the rheological ﬂuid at the
application of the electric ﬁeld, c is the shear strain rate,
b = (Kp  Kf)/(Kp + 2Kf) is the dielectric mismatch parameter, Kp the relative permittivity of the particle, Kf is the relative permittivity of the
carrier liquid, and E is the electric ﬁeld.

Nikitczuk et al. developed a portable active knee rehabilitation
device based on the integration of an ERF brake into a knee
orthoses [84]. The resistive torque of the device ranges from
20 Nm to 120 Nm when applied ﬁelds varied from 0 to
4000 V/mm. Close-loop control of torque and velocity was realized and tested in the proposed device, prospected for accelerating motor recovery in knee injury or stroke patients. The tunable
rheological property of ERF was also used for the valve design by
Sadeghi et al. and the ﬂow of ERF was controlled by applied

voltage [85]. In their further investigation, the ﬂow rate of ERF
in the cylindrical valve with valve gap of 1 mm dropped from
780 mm3/s to 0 when applied electric ﬁeld increased from 0 to
3000 V/mm (inlet pressure is 0.07 MPa) [43]. Utilizing this valve
in a soft ﬂuidic continuum arm, the robot is able to crawl by controlling the forward/backward ﬂow of ERF (Figure 5b). Using ER
micro valves, Yoshida et al. also developed a micro gripper based
on micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)-based architectures [86]. In addition to ERF brakes and valves applied in
robotics, Kenaley et al. investigated ER ﬂuids integrated into
robotic ﬁngertips for tactile sensing [87]. In their design, ER ﬂuids
sandwiched between elastomer and positive electrode formed a
capacitor capable of sensing applied force due to the elastomers’
deﬂection. The ER ﬂuids could also change from Newtonian ﬂuid
to Bingham plastics when energized for better shape adaption
and inner-locking when grasping.
One advantage of ER-based robotics over MR materials is that
ER materials are more compatible in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) environments. However, it is worth noting that ER ﬂuids are normally operated at a relatively high voltage 1–5 kV [43].
The high voltage is not a preferred factor when applied on service
robotics, where safety is of primary concern, or portable robotics,
where equipment to produce high voltage is cumbersome.
Therefore, the future challenge is to solve these issues for better
application of electric ﬁeld-induced materials in robotics.
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Besides ER ﬂuids and ER networks, electroactive gel can also
exhibit variable rigidity with electrical ﬁelds. This was ﬁrst found
in echinoderms, which have a dermis that becomes stiff when
the cells are lysed. The result was caused by the puriﬁcation of
a protein acting as stiffener to make the dermis stiffen [88]. Li
et al. showed a 15-layer polyvinylchloride (PVC) gel that exhibited a modulus change from 20 kPa at 0 V/mm to 240 kPa at
1200 V/mm (Figure 5c) [23]. A wearable device was then fabricated and tested on human subjects (Figure 5d).
RESEARCH: Review

Other potential materials
In addition to the aforementioned materials, whose variable
rigidity has been proven for robot applications, other potential
materials exist to be explored in future research.
Shape memory alloys (SMAs) have been used as actuators in
robotics [31] and beyond [32]. Besides the shape memory effect,
SMAs also exhibit variable rigidity, which may be induced thermally through direct electrical Joule heating. Mavroidis showed
that NiTi, a type of thermal SMA, has modulus of 28–41 GPa as
a Martensite and 83 GPa as an Austenite [30]. Besides thermal
induction, modulus of some SMAs can also be varied by magnetic ﬁeld or mechanical loading. Faidley et al. found a modulus
defect in Ni50Mn28.7Ga21.3, whereby the elastic modulus
increases as much as 255% upon increasing the applied magnetic
ﬁeld from zero to 380 kA/m DC [89]. Couch et al. determined
Young’s modulus of NiMnGa in its ﬁeld and stress preferred conﬁgurations to be 450 MPa and 820 MPa respectively across 5.8%
strain [50]. The actual beneﬁt of variable rigidity in SMA to robot
and other applications is yet to be found [2]. For example, thermoplastic encapsulating an SMA was used as multi-functional
ﬁber [54]. The ﬁber can be applied as artiﬁcial muscle when actuation is needed, and as a variable stiffness functional part when
different stiffness is needed.
EAPs other than ER ﬂuids and ionic gel may also be used in a
rigidity-tuning component. For example, liquid crystal elastomers’ modulus can be varied between 1 MPa at room temperature and approximately 5 kPa at 80 °C [33,90]. They may also be
tuned by mechanical strain [91–93]. Electrochemo-mechanical
conducting polymers [47] have also shown possibilities of variable modulus. Thermochemo-mechanical elastomers [94] comprising Diels-Alder cycloaddition reaction moieties could be
switched between different crosslinking density states and thus
exhibited variable modulus. The elastomer exhibited 3 times
modulus change from 0.4 MPa to 1.2 MPa. Electrically induced
actuation strain up to 50% was obtained at both rigid and soft
states with energy density in the same range as muscle. For
dielectric elastomers, no evidence for variable modulus has been
found, however it was shown that a 20-mm strip had 21% reduction in average stiffness from 92 N/m to 73 N/m upon the application of 4-kV electric voltage [1], but this could be due to the
geometric change of the strip.
Thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) copolymers may have variable
rigidity induced thermally. Shan et al. added carbon black into a
TPE, which were then encapsulated in PDMS [17]. By supplying
electrical power, the conductive TPE (cTPE) can heat itself and
soften. Tensile modulus for the PDMS composite could be varied
between 37 MPa at room temperature and 1.5 MPa at a
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temperature above 75 °C. The heating response time was six seconds with 0.17–3.3 W power. The response time is improved by
coating the cTPE ﬁlm with liquid metal electrodes composed of
eutectic gallium indium [95]. When coated on its surfaces, electrical current travels through the thickness of the ﬁlm and allows
for softening response in under 1 s when 20 V bias is applied.
Applications that have been explored include shape conformable
splints [95] and tendons with tunable load-bearing properties
[96].
Wax is another type of material whose rigidity may be tuned
by temperature change [97]. Cheng et al. used wax to coat
polyurethane which varied elastic modulus between 200 kPa at
25 °C and 10 kPa at 70 °C due to wax coating [64]. The combination was made into foam and lattice structures (Figure 2c) to
demonstrate the ability to form ordered structures in robotic systems. Heating was done with copper wires wrapped around the
structures.
Bistable electroactive polymers (BSEP) behave like typical SMP
with regard to modulus change with temperature [51]. The main
difference is that the BSEP could be electrically actuated to large
strains at the softened state to realize various shapes, reversibly.
The ﬁrst BSEP based on a thermoplastic polymer [51] exhibited
actuation strains as large as 300%, but with a rather large transition temperature range typical of an SMP. When phase-changing
moieties were incorporated to obtain large modulus change via
reversible melting of nanocrystalline phases, the transition temperature range was narrowed to within 5 °C [98]. Further, the
transition temperature could be tuned to around human body
temperature, which could be desirable in designing robotic application gears for individual persons. The actuation cycle of BSEP is
shown in Figure 2g.
Piezoelectric polymers have also shown the possibility of
rigidity variation. Date et al. found that the storage modulus of
poly(y-methyl L-glutamate) varied from 1–4 GPa to 0.2–2 GPa
at 100 °C [48]. Although suggested by Shan et al. [19], there
remains to be direct evidence of tunable rigidity in piezoelectric
ceramics and magnetostrictive ceramics. In any case, ceramics
have not been widely used in robotics other than as microactuators due to their brittleness.

Discussion and outlook
For quantitative assessment of rigidity-tuning materials, four
measures are found to be particularly useful. First, the magnitude
of speciﬁc effective elastic modulus determines the stiffness of a
structure and the force and deformation that a robot can generate or withstand. Second, the ratio between the maximal and the
minimal rigidity inﬂuences the choice of actuators in a robot.
Third, response time of variation directly determines the
dynamic tasks the robot is suitable for. Last, energy consumption
required for state transitions determines the choice of energy
sources for the robot. We collected data on these measures for
all the materials from literature (Table 2) and identiﬁed the correlation between them (so long as data was available). It is worth
noting that the best effort was made to select data from the same
study that reported the largest ratio of modulus variation, the
shortest response time, and the lowest power consumption.
Otherwise data from the work with the largest ratio of modulus
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TABLE 2

Material Type

Variation Range

Increase response
time

Decrease response
time

Power
consumption

Density

Thermoplastics (non-SMP)
Thermoplastic SMPs

0.1–10 MPa (>Tg) [24]
0.1–10 MPa (>Tg)
0.01–3 GPa (<Tg) [25]
4.5 MPa (>Tg) 1350 MPa
(<Tg) [26]
1.5–40 MPa [28]
0.0952–860 MPa [29]

120 s [24]
120 s [27]

10 s [24]
0.5–1 s [26]

5–50 W [24]
80–125 W [26]

1 g/cm3 [24]
0.9–1.1 g/cm3 [25]

10–60 s [28]

0.3–0.7 W [28]
3.6 W [29]

9.7 g/cm3 (Field’s metal)
[29]

N/A

0.17–3.3 W [17]

N/A

SMAs
LC elastomers
Granular materials

1.5–37 MPa [17]
0.7–10.4 MPa [95]
28–83 GPa [30]
0.005–1 MPa [33]
2–100 MPa [34,35]

0.5–1 s [31,32]
N/A
1.1 s [36]

0.8–2.3 s [28]
130–140 s
[29]
6 s [17]
1 s [95]
0.3–14 s [32]
N/A
0.1 s [36]

Fluid-polymer composites
MR ﬂuids
MR elastomers
ER networks
ER ﬂuids
ECMCPs
Electroactive gel
Piezoelectric polymers
Magnetic SMAs
Bistable EAP

0.027–1.5 GPa [19]
0.1–1 Pas [37]
26–35 kPa [40]
2–10 kPa [42]
0.078–0.16 Pas [43]
0.6–1.06 GPa [47]
20–240 kPa [23]
0.2–4 GPa [48]
2.4–7.3 GPa [49]
0.42–1500 MPa [51]

1 s [19]
0.01–0.17 s [38,39]
<0.01 s [41]
N/A
0.01–0.34 s [22,44]
30 s [47]
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

480 W [30]
N/A
21.25–1339.2 W
[36]
N/A
2–50 W [37]
N/A
N/A
150 W [45]
0.23 W [47]
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

6–8 g/cm3 [30,32]
N/A
Variable with volume
fraction
N/A
3–4 g/cm3 [37]
N/A
N/A
0.6–2 g/cm3 [46]
1.452 g/cm3 [47]
N/A
N/A
8.36 g/cm3 [50]
1 g/cm3 [51]

LMPAs

cTPE

variation were used due to the possible existence of trade-offs
between these measures.
We relate the maximal value of the effective modulus to the
ratio between the maximal and the minimal value (Figure 1a).
We have found that LMPAs have the largest modulus variation
ratio (8600 times) and a large maximal modulus (860 MPa).
SMPs are also efﬁcient at both, with a ratio of 300 times and
a maximal modulus of 1350 MPa. MR elastomers have both
the smallest maximal modulus of 35 kPa and the smallest modulus ratio of 1.35 times. Other materials with small ratios
include SMAs, magnetic SMAs, ECMCPs, and elastomerencapsulated ER ﬂuids. From the perspective of induction
method, electric- and magnetic-induced materials exhibit small
modulus ratios, ranging from 2 to 10 (Figure 1a). As for pressureinduced materials, it is interesting that ﬂuid-polymer composites and granular materials have very close modulus ratio, both
from 50 to 60. Thermal induction covers a large category of
materials and the modulus ratios are generally over 100. We
have also noticed all the listed variable rigidity materials cover
the top left part of the design space, meaning a material with
a large modulus variation ratio and a small maximal modulus
is not available.
Next, we relate the speciﬁc effective modulus to the response
time of induction (Figure 1b). Here, speciﬁc effective elastic modulus is deﬁned as the effective elastic modulus normalized by the
density of the materials to remove the effect of size and mass
[99]. It has practical meaning, as a higher value enables lightweight structures given the same structural stiffness. Since there
are two response times related to both increase and decrease in
rigidity, we use the response time associated with energy

consumption in the relevant induction method. Although it is
obvious that rigidity-tuning materials that require thermal activation have a longer response time than those with other stimulation methods, it is interesting to see that the response time
varies largely among thermally induced materials. For example,
the response time was 130 s for LMPAs [29] and less than 1 s
for non-SMP thermoplastics like conductive propylene-based
elastomer composites [95]. Another phenomenon is materials
with a larger speciﬁc effective elastic modulus tend to need a
longer response time. For example, ECMCPs have a speciﬁc effective modulus of 730 MPa/(g/cm3) and need 30 s to increase modulus with electric induction.
We ﬁnally relate the speciﬁc effective modulus to the speciﬁc
energy consumption in a single cycle of rigidity variation
(Figure 1c). A strong correlation is found with the magnitude of
the speciﬁc effective elastic modulus. For example, the speciﬁc
effective elastic modulus of SMAs is ﬁve orders of magnitude
higher than that of MR ﬂuids, and needs three orders of magnitude more energy to vary rigidity.
It would be ideal to have materials that attribute all the characteristics listed above. However, after two decades of development, it is still not possible to achieve a combination of large
rigidity variation, a fast response, and energy efﬁcient tuning
[1]. Overall, SMPs, non-SMP thermoplastics, LMPAs, TPEs, granular materials, ﬂuid-polymer composites, MREs, MRFs, ERFs, and
electroactive gels have been used for rigidity tuning in robot
applications. As shown in Table 1, all these materials are semiactive, and no active rigid-tuning materials have been demonstrated applications in robotics. Speciﬁcally, SMPs seem to have
a great potential, if energy efﬁciency is further improved, or
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energy consumption is not a concern. This may explain why
SMPs have attracted much attention [2] and have been used in
grasping and manipulation. However, SMPs are not conductive
and hence cannot be directly powered through Joule heating,
therefore, require embedded heating elements. Electrically conductive SMP composites are worth further investigation. While
SMP composites exhibit larger maximal modulus than SMPs,
the effects of the composite ﬁller on modulus variation range
and response time remain to be further studied. BSEPs, a combination of SMP and dielectric elastomer, offers interesting attributes thanks to the large modulus change and large electrically
actuation strain. Like the SMPs, the thermal activation responds
rather slowly, while the electrical actuation requires high driving
voltages like dielectric elastomers. Other interesting materials
include LMPAs, non-SMP thermoplastics and TPEs, which have
been used in grasping and ladder climbing. However, more characterization is required for the application of thermally activated
materials in robotics, such as LCEs. Pressurized materials may be
useful because they offer signiﬁcant modulus changes and fast
response. Granular materials and ﬂuid-polymer composites have
been used in grasping, ground locomotion and load bearing.
However they are reliant on pumps, valves, and other external
pneumatic hardware. Although ERF, MRF, and MRE have been
used in manipulation, ground crawling, prosthetic devices and
haptic interfaces, they are not satisfactory variable-rigidity materials due to the small speciﬁc modulus of MR ﬂuids and the small
ratio of ER ﬂuids.
Besides variation in rigidity, responses in other aspects or
properties of materials to their corresponding induction methods
are worth discussion. For thermal induction, strain and recoverable strain are temperature dependent in SMPs [101,102] and the
effect of strain on electrical conductivity in certain SMP composites can be complicated [103]. For pressure induction, not only
viscosity but also yield stress increases with particle volume fraction in granular materials [65]. A similar effect of particle volume
fraction on yield stress is also found in MR ﬂuids with magnetic
ﬁeld induction [37] and ER ﬂuids with electrical ﬁeld induction
[104].
Several grand challenges exist to ﬁnd the optimal design of
variable rigidity materials for robot applications. First of all, factors that inﬂuence the rigidity range, tuning speed and tuning
power need to be identiﬁed. Second, tradeoffs between these
properties must be further explored for the different material
classes. Third, for solids in a low-modulus state, or for ﬂuids, it
is likely that they are incapable of holding their weight, thus
further studies of material encapsulation are required. Fourth,
computer optimization techniques may be used to design
microstructures in materials to achieve the optimal performance
in variable rigidity [100]. Last, a deeper study of rigidity-tuning
mechanisms in natural organisms, from a materials perspective,
could lead to the development of novel approaches in robotics
applications.
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